Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Theme

Liam Lacy

Session date

Team/Age Group U13+

Indoor 2016

Functional Training for Wide Midfielders (#7 & #11) within a 3-2-3/3-4-1 formation (Primary)
Attacking Runs of Center Forward (#9) and Attacking Center Midfielder (#10) (Secondary)

Time available
75 Minutes

NOTES
SAQ/Activator - 10-15 Minutes - Full Field (inc dynamic stretching)
Dribbling & Running with the Ball - SAQ - 3/4 field run/dribble - SAQ - recovery
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Warm Up - 2 x Pattern Play to Goal - 3 v 0 + GK - Groups working in each half of field (4 x WM's)
1. Holding Center Mid to Attacking Center Mid or Center Forward to Holding Center Mid to Wide
Mid to Cross & Finish
Coaching Points
Wide Mids - Communicate verbally (call) or non verbally (hands) whether you want the ball in
front or in to feet, Size of touch (big, into space v smaller, ball manipulation), Variety of crossing driven, lofted or cut back, Crossing from deep or endline positions, Awareness of position of GK
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3v3 + 1CM + 2WM to Goal (+GK) - Half Field - 15-20 Minutes
Can start with 2v2+2CM, depending on difficulty level required
3v3 game in central area with CM operating as a neutral player for the team on the ball. The wide
midfielders stay in the areas marked by the cones.
Initially the ball needs to go through CM before it can be played wide. Progressions can include: 5
passes before ball is played wide, limit touches of players (not wide mids), 1 defender (2v1) or 2
defenders (2v2) can follow runners into box
Coaching Points
Wide Mids - Movement to receive (ensure CM knows position), Look for free teammate on cross
Attacking Mid & Forward - Curved runs into box to front & back post positions, Timing of runs

4v4 + 1CM to Goal (+GK) - Half Field (+5-10yds) - 20 Minutes
Directional Game - ATT v DEF - 3-1 v 3-1 + CM
Attacking team attempt to score on full size goal. Defending team can counter to puggs.
CM plays as neutral and can be used by defending team to counter. Alternative is to play 5v4.
Cones are in place for guidance. Play is live to touchlines. Defenders can challenge wide mids.
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Coaching Points
Wide Mids - Against a direct opponent be creative in 1v1 duels, Can play wide midfielders inverted
to encourage players to drive inside for shots/cross from different angles (willingness to go inside
or outside to keep opponent unsure of direction)
Center Mid - Use of switch of play to open field for wide midfielder on opposite side, Occasionally
play into forwards feet to pull defenders centrally, Dictate tempo/rhythm of play
Scrimmage - 7v7 - 20 Minutes
2-4-1 v 3-3-1 - Ensure there is a direct opponent (full back) for wide mids to play against
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Coaching Points
As Above
Wide Mids (#7 & #11) - Move opponent high to exploit space in behind where possible, Possible
combination play with forward to beat full back, Attempt to miss first defender with cross,
Awareness of position of runners into box, Opposite wide mid to be available in back post area for
recycle, Change sides if you identify opposition weakness (lack of pace, weak foot)
Center Mid (#6) - Look to thread ball in between full back and center back for wide runner
Attacking Mid/Forward (#10 & #9) - Engage opponents physically to pull out of position and create
space for teammate in wide position, Interchange of position if needed
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